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Summary 

The formalisation and standardisation of stratigraphic scales based mainly on fossil content has been a process ongoing 
since geology emerged as a distinctive science. Latterly, new techniques (e.g. chemostratigraphy) and refinements in 
established techniques (e.g. U-Pb dating) have allowed global correlations at resolutions equivalent to or even surpassing 
those based on biostratigraphy. As a result the range of complementary correlation tools needed to establish stable and useful 
Global Stratotype Sections and Points (GSSPs) has also widened significantly in recent years. This combination and 
integration of techniques has in part been driven by renewed research efforts to understand whole Earth evolution spanning 
all disciplines of geosciences across a broad range of geological ages. Further methodological developments will in the future 
affect the practice of GSSP definition, particularly the incorporation of astronochronology, necessitating a combination of 
robust boundary definitions and full characterisation of the intervals between the boundaries. 
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Introduction 
Any study that attempts to understand the history of our planet, and the geological processes that are related 

to it, relies on a solid temporal framework. This frame is generally called stratigraphy, and the superposition of 
strata implying an age relation (e.g. Steno, 1669) and its application (e.g. Smith, 1815), is common to our 
science since the very early days of modern geology. Stratigraphic scales have been developed since these early 
days, and by the middle of the 19th century most of the major units had been introduced. These time units were 
mostly identified and separated by distinctive faunas; often associated with major changes or breaks in the 
lithological succession (e.g. Permian: Murchinson, 1841; Kimmeridgian: Thurmann, 1832). Many regional 
stratigraphic scales and stratigraphic units have been developed more or less in parallel in the 19th century often 
combining local and regional information and names with more generally accepted time units. Many historical 
stratotypes are rooted in this period. 

The formalisation and standardisation of the competing scales and time units to achieve a global stratigraphic 
scale has been an important task, but also a problem for the geological community, which already dates back at 
least to the 1st International Geological Congress (Anonymous, 1882). For long the progress was slow, although 
spasmodically globally defined boundaries were established. The base of the Carboniferous as defined at the 
Second Heerlen Congress in 1935 (Jongmans & Gothan, 1937) is one of these examples, and retrospectively 
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parts of the procedure look not too different from the today’s GSSP concept. In the last five decades the 
International Commission on Stratigraphy (ISC) and its subcommissions have made tremendous efforts and 
progress to establish a global chronostratigraphic scale (e.g. Hedberg, 1976; Cowie et al., 1986; Gradstein et al., 
2004). Today the chronostratigraphic scale of the Phanerozoic (Fig. 1) is composed of a chronological order of 
98 stages and 2 series. These time units represent a mixture of modernised “historical” units already defined in 
the 19th century (e.g. Cretaceous stages) or newly established units (e.g. Cambrian stages).  

 

The concept of GSSPs 
The backbone of this global chronostratigraphic scale was and is the establishment of Global Stratotype 

Sections and Points (GSSPs). A GSSP does not define the entire content of a time unit (stage), only its base, 
which is placed at a single point in a single section. This point in a stratigraphic succession, representing a single 
point in time is thus the global standard for correlation. A so-called “Golden Spike” often symbolizes this point.  

The first GSSP was defined in 1977 for the base of the Lochkovian Stage (base of the Devonian Period) in 
the Klonk Section in the Czech Republic (McLaren, 1977). Today 64 global chronostragraphic units (63 stages + 
1 series) are defined by a GSSP ratified by ICS (Fig. 1). The procedure for the GSSP definition follows specific 
rules and recommendations, which have been slightly modified with time. Remane et al. (1996) listed 
requirements and desirable characteristics for establishing global chronostratigraphic units, thus also for GSSPs. 
The list is long and one may ask if all these characteristics can exist in a single outcrop (see Table 2.1 in 
Gradstein et al., 2012).  

However, there are requirements, which every GSSP should fulfil.  

   The GSSP defines the lower boundary of a stage in a continuous, marine, fossiliferous section without 
lithofacies changes in the boundary interval.  

   The section should expose a significant rock record below and above the boundary in a tectonically 
stable and tranquil setting. It should be accessible without logistical or administrative problems.  

   The fossil content should be diverse and abundant, if possible comprise fauna and flora, and contain a 
large number of geographically widely distributed taxa. 

   The geological and palaeontological characteristics of the section should be well studied and published. 

   Selection of a GSSP should take into account traditional boundaries. 

   A GSSP should contain many specific markers to enable long-distance correlation in sedimentary 
successions representing a wide range of depositional environments. 

 

This list could be continued or some points more detailed, but already a look on the defined GSSPs shows 
that every GSSP is the individual best compromise between the geological and palaeontological nature of the 
boundary and the requirements defined by ICS.  

 

Discussions and trends 
Currently several GSSPs are under revision, because since their definition severe problems or new data have 

become available (such as the primary marker being found lower in the section). Examples are several Silurian 
GSSPs (ISSS, 2013) or the base of the Carboniferous (Kaiser, 2009). These revisions are to some extent a 
violation of the GSSP idea, because it should guarantee stratigraphic stability, especially since more than one 
primary marker should have established global correlations and additional stratigraphic tools should be 
available. Thus the failure of one element should not raise fundamental questions for the GSSP. The base of the 
Devonian is such an example where the primary marker was found below the GSSP boundary (Clupac, 1993), 
but the original definition remains valid since the stratigraphic community has adopted other tools for the 
definition. Hence practicability governs the decisions and stratigraphic practice. 
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Biostratigraphy has been for a long time the dominating tool for stratigraphers, and thus it is not surprising 
that many GSSPs have been defined by a biostratigraphic marker. The postulate that without lithological 
changes the changes in the fossil assemblages reflect evolutionary processes, and thus an ideal first appearance 
datum (FAD) in an evolutionary lineage exists, has been and is still an important idea guiding many discussions 
on the ideal GSSP level. It certainly influences the above-mentioned necessity to revise a GSSP. Despite the 
dominance of biostratigraphic markers in many time units, the use of other stratigraphic markers is starting to 
become common stratigraphic practice, especially in the Cainozoic and Mesozoic, where isotopic peaks or 
magnetic reversals are used to define the lower boundaries of stages.  

Remane (2003) highlighted the practical value of a GSSP. Extensively tested and applied global correlation 
is the key element for a stable and successful GSSP. Biostratigraphic tools, often the primary marker, have been 
the chief element in these correlations. However, discussion is often centred on the appearance or presence of a 
single species in different sections around the globe. A common shortcoming in these discussions is that 
chronozone and biozone are not conceptually separated or rigorously defined, which results in contradicting 
interpretations of similar datasets. However, as stated in the GSSP requirements, correlation should be based on 
several markers. Especially nowadays, when very different and often complementary stratigraphic tools are 
available, the reliance put upon one primary marker should decrease. The technical and scientific progress 
enables today more high precision dates and information and the disciplinary spectrum is much larger than some 
decades ago. 

High-resolution data becoming available from tools such as isotope stratigraphy and geochronology, orbital-
tuned cyclostratigraphy (astrochronology), and sequence and event stratigraphy are continuously changing and 
challenging the traditional ideas on stratigraphic subdivisions and time units (e.g. Zalasiewicz et al., 2007, and 
other contributions in McGowran, 2007). The Geological Time Scale 2012 (Gradstein et al., 2012) is a typical 
case in which these new methods are strongly emphasised and put forward. Additionally, as increasingly 
sophisticated astronomical models of solar system evolution are developed so the continuous stratigraphic record 
of orbital forcing will become more important both to provide a metronome of geological time between the fixed 
points in the chronostratigraphic hierarchy, and as the basis for refined understanding of solar system orbital 
history (e.g. Hinnov & Ogg, 2007). - Development and application of cyclostratigraphy is bound to lead to more 
emphasis in the future being placed on the identification of continuous sedimentary records that represent the 
complete history of the units defined by GSSPs leading us back to an informal variant of the ‘unit stratotype’ 
concept that is complementary to the scale defined by GSSPs. – On the other hand, methods such as 
cyclostratigraphy do not replace well-known tools like biostratigraphy. All disciplines are useful elements of a 
whole package of tools, which enables us to perform high-resolution, multi-proxy analysis to define time units 
and stratigraphic scales. 

GSSPs are a powerful concept, but all stratigraphers should have in mind that they work for the geoscience 
community. – Boundaries and their identification should be logical and understandable for the non-specialists. A 
GSSP, which is only meaningful to stratigraphers, is a lost one. This brings us to events, which are often easy to 
recognize in the field and which correspond to major changes and reorganisations in the sedimentological and 
palaeontological records. These event horizons are rarely in agreement with GSSP requirements, but they can be 
time lines and easily identifiable. The integration of these time lines into the chronostratigraphic scales                            
will be one of the many challenging discussions in stratigraphy and at least partly challenge our understanding                 
of the relevance and positions of GSSPs. – Good recent examples of events close to but not precisely                           
coincident with the adopted GSSP definitions are the end-Permian and end-Triassic mass extinctions (Yin et al., 
2001; Hillebrandt & Krystyn, 2009); in both of these cases the GSSP ‘rules’ favoured definition based on                      
post-event recovery faunas rather than associated with the more profound changes linked to the preceding                 
mass extinctions. 

The search for robust GSSP definitions has periodically had unsought for scientific benefits. The detailed 
interdisciplinary study, and whole-Earth perspective, required for boundary definition has often provided new 
insights into the nature of global change that occurred at the time. One example is the proposed base of the 
Toarcian (Early Jurassic) at Ponta do Trovão, Peniche, Portugal. In this case, palaeontological sampling and 
high-resolution carbon-isotope stratigraphy has revealed a large perturbation in the carbon cycle associated with 
mass extinction that was previously unknown (e.g. Hesselbo et al., 2007). 
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Not all stratigraphic boundaries are natural boundaries. Some of the stratigraphic boundaries for which 
GSSPs have proven most difficult to agree coincide with minimal global palaeoenvironmental change coinciding 
with high degrees of faunal and floral endemism; despite years of painstaking work, the base-Berriasian (i.e. 
base-Cretaceous) boundary is not yet defined (e.g. Rogov et al., 2010). 

 

Conclusions
The geoscientific ‘landscape’ in which stratigraphers work is constantly changing, requiring a similarly 

constant re-assessment of the best practices for construction of a formal stratigraphic framework. Increasingly, a 
concern with the history of the planet across all depositional environments, marine and non-marine, and a 
requirement for full understanding of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic process, has led to an integration 
of accurate and precise radioisotope geochronology, magnetostratigraphy, and astrochronology into everyday 
stratigraphic practice. - In consequence definition of GSSPs singularly by marine macrofossils or microfossils in 
sedimentary outcrops without wider context is no longer tenable.  As work continues towards definition of the 
remaining so-far undefined GSSPs it is becoming ever more clear that some earlier GSSP definitions will have 
to be revisited to make them both stable and more useful. As cyclostratigraphy matures as a discipline so to the 
requirement for continuous sedimentary records of GSSP-defined units will come progressively to the fore. 

 

 
Fig. 1 – International chronstratigraphic scale for the Phanerozoic. Ratified Global Stratotype Sections and Points (GSSP)         

are indicated by small spike to the right of the stage boundary. Modified from GTS 2012. 
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